Centre for Architecture and the Visual Arts

Events

Semi-living Environments
Speaker: Philip Baeley
Date: Mon 5 March 2012
Time: 5:00
Location: Budon Lecture Theatre, School of Architecture, University of Liverpool

CAVA Screen Lecture
Lecture and Screening of One Market Day
(A. Marcus, 30 mins, 2011)

Speaker: Dr. Alan Marcus
Date: Thurs 24 November 2011
Time: 1-3pm
Location: FACT, Liverpool.
Organised by: CAVA and FACT

Seat reservation required. Please e-mail Anna Goghi for confirmation: 
peg1029@liverpool.ac.uk

Recovering Meaning in an Iconic Urban Terrain. A bull, a horse, a fallen soldier, a dead plant, a burning town. The subject of one of the world’s most controversial and prized paintings. A bull, a horse, a produce seller, a crying baby, a thriving market town. Two descriptions of the same setting separated by over 70 years. Filmmaker Alan Marcus presents an observational study of urban metaphor in an iconic Basque village. One Market Day (30 mins. 2011).